The Division of Academics, Department of Social Sciences is pleased to offer professional development on Teaching the Holocaust.

- This seminar will be open to participants, who wish to have an introduction to teaching the Holocaust as well as those who have previously attended educational seminars on the history of the Holocaust and wish to add a new dimension of study. The following are topics which will be featured at this seminar:
  - A Study of the Holocaust and Human Behavior;
  - An Overview of the History of the Holocaust as presented at The Holocaust Memorial, Miami Beach;
  - Teaching the Holocaust in the Elementary Grades; and
  - Teaching the Holocaust in the Middle School and Senior High School Grades.
- This year’s keynote presentation will feature the acclaimed best-selling author, Georgia Hunter, presenting “We Were the Lucky Ones.”
- This seminar is offered in cooperation with and is being held at the Dave and Mary Alper Jewish Center located at 11155 S.W. 112th Avenue Miami, Florida 33176.
  - **Date:** Friday, October 27, 2017
  - **Time:** 8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
  - **Lunch:** On your own, (You may bring a lunch)
  - **Parking:** Free and available at the Jewish Center
  - **MPP:** 7 MPP credits
  - **Limited to:** 100 participants
- Teachers interested in registering must go on-line to MyLearningPlan and search for the course titled: “Holocaust Education Seminar.” Please complete the registration process as soon as possible as this seminar will fill up quickly.
- There is no substitute funding coverage as this is a teacher planning day.
- If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact Dr. Miriam Klein Kassenoff, Educational Specialist, at mkassenoff@dadeschools.net.